
CROC REVAMPS ITS SALES OPERATIONS 
TO GENERATE GREATER REVENUE WITH 
CREATIO 

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

CROC is a renowned software company with extensive expertise in the latest software 
technologies and best IT practices. Aiming to create a new digital ecosystem for 
society, the company runs over 2,000 IT projects annually in more than 40 countries. 

CROC's key competences include the following: integrated platforms for interstate 
and interagency interaction, development of software and hardware solutions, mobile 
apps, and digital platforms for communication with customers, and implementation 
of industrial solutions. The company also provides IT support and outsourcing 
services, storage optimization and data protection solutions, as well as creation and 
operation engineering infrastructures for buildings and data centers. 

NEW TOOLS FOR A NEW METHODOLOGY 

CROC prides itself in its unparalleled IT expertise across a broad spectrum of software 
solutions and services. As an innovation-driven company, CROC has paved the way for 
continuous business improvement. They wanted to ensure their tech-savvy 
employees are not limited by technology, but instead equipped with top-notch tools 
that allow them to follow the latest best practices. Therefore, the company decided to 
replace their outdated sales methodology with a revamped, cutting-edge one. CROC 
wanted their organizational changes to go hand in hand with a technology upgrade 
so they could execute a modernized sales strategy on a new low-code platform for 
process automation and CRM.

“It was a turning point in the department. We underwent a large-scale sales 
transformation, and our legacy system couldn’t keep up with these substantial 
changes. New software had to serve us as a cornerstone to bringing our new sales 
methodology to life.” – Vasily Mukhin, Deputy IT Director at CROC.

CROC needed a highly agile and user-friendly software for effortless customization 
and easy personalization. The company shortlisted several software solutions, but 
eventually they singled out Creatio as the best fit for them. “The intuitive UX and 
nimble business process management are very important for us,” noted Mukhin 
“Therefore, the opportunity to build our processes and solutions with a low-code 
development platform was very appealing.” 



SETTING FOR SUCCESS WITH CREATIO 
IN TWO DIMENSIONS

The uniqueness of CROC’s relationships with Creatio lies in the fact that the company 
is both Creatio’s customer and partner.  

“Building partner relationships with Creatio was highly important to us from the very 
start,” Mukhin claimed. “Our partnership manager at CROC was one of the most 
actively involved in selecting and implementing the system. We signed a partnership 
agreement with Creatio, and simultaneously we opted for Creatio solutions for our 
internal use, anticipating fruitful cooperation ahead. And we weren’t mistaken – 
Creatio has helped us increase our customer base and drive revenue significantly.”  

Collaborating with Creatio turned CROC’s employees into the true Creatio advocates. 
With profound firsthand knowledge of the system’s functionality demonstrated 
during sales pitches, CROC’s sales representatives had greater confidence and 
enthusiasm in presenting the product. This enabled them to get more customers in 
the sales funnel. 

TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS TO MEET ALL BUSINESS NEEDS 

Creatio’s powerful low-code development tools allowed CROC to create a range of 
custom solutions that made the platform a perfect fit for the company’s new sales 
methodology and unique business processes. The system underwent considerable 
extensions along the way. 

One of the CROC’S key aspects of the system’s customization plan was ingraining 
Creatio into the company’s complex IT infrastructure. Since CROC was striving for the 
coherence of different software systems they worked with, Creatio was fully integrated 
with an ERP system, RPA solution, data management software, and more. “Overall, we 
integrated around a dozen of systems with Creatio, which helped us create a unified 
digital environment for our business operations,” Mukhin noted. 

Thanks to the system’s customization capabilities, CROC made sure that the Creatio 
interface is adjusted to their team’s needs, helping them to be more organized and 
productive. The company created specific, custom sections for different sales 
departments so that each one of them would have its own full-fledged digital 
workplace to manage its sales activities effectively.  Additionally, a “Project teams” 
section was developed to support cross-functional collaboration in sales.

Moreover, field sales agents practiced what they preached – they 
often showed how they use the Creatio mobile app during their 
sales appointments to clients. With a personal touch added to the 
conversation by sales reps describing the platform’s advantages 
from personal experience and the end user’s perspective, CROC’s 
sales representatives were able to build trust and secure more deals. 



FULL SPEED AHEAD TOWARDS DEPLOYMENT 
WITH THE RIGHT STRATEGY

CROC’s resourcefulness and result orientation propelled its efforts to change. The 
company couldn’t allow software deployment to take ages. “With Creatio, we were 
able to hit the ground running. Thanks to the great enthusiasm of our in-house 
project team and a well-thought-out implementation strategy, we succeeded in 
rolling out a customized system in less than three months,” Mukhin highlighted. 

Education comes first; successful implementation will follow. That was the strategy 
CROC adhered to, which guaranteed a successful and speedy software 
implementation process. “None of us have used Creatio before. Therefore, we wanted 
to learn the ins and outs of the system,” explained Mukhin.  

Software developers and business analytics were learning with Creatio Academy 
training courses. Overall, CROC devoted two weeks for training before the actual 
implementation began.  

“Creatio Academy was our user onboarding 
tool. Thanks to the diversity of educational 
materials provided by Creatio, it was all we 
needed to make first steps in understanding 
how to use Creatio and maximize the 
benefits of the system from the very outset 
of the system’s implementation. It was 
particularly useful for our business analysts 
who were turning into citizen developers 
with every new tutorial.” – Vasily Mukhin, 
Deputy IT Director at CROC.

During the implementation phase, CROC’s in-house project team focused their 
efforts on aligning the company’s IT and business strategies. Apart from IT specialists, 
the implementation team comprised of deputy sales directors, several sales agents 
and team leaders, and finance officers. Their role was to elaborate on a newly created 
sales methodology while tailoring the system to the company’s specific business 
needs. The project progress was closely monitored and assessed during weekly demo 
sessions where all-new customized solutions (sales process steps, data fields, sections, 
values, business rules, etc.) were introduced to the entire team. 

“Collaboration efforts of the entire team prevented us from getting trapped in the 
decision-making process. Trust was our key ingredient to our implementation 
success,” emphasized Mukhin.“ With everyone being on the same page, making 
adjustments to project plan on the fly was easy.” - Mukhin.



“Our new sales methodology required designing new workflows. Creatio’s low-code 
capabilities were unparalleled for this,” said Mukhin, emphasizing the platform’s 
functionality for creating business processes. Customized objects, attributes, 
connected entities, and specific business rules are only a few custom solutions 
among the many the company delivered. 

CROC also configured the system to guide its end users throughout sales process 
stages showing tips about the actions that need to be performed and the fields 
required to fill in. As the criteria were set for completing each process stage, sales 
processes became more standardized. 

The company also considers adding new patterns to its event management practices. 
CROC aims to use Creatio’s marketing data management tools for tackling the 
participants’ complete journey, from their first point of touch with the company and 
event registration to attendee check-ins and up until the last session of the event. 

While there are still many processes improvement initiatives in progress, CROC yields 
substantial results even at this point. “Creatio brought operational transparency to our 
business. Prior to Creatio, our goals setting and budget planning were rather intuitive. 
Now we are able to make data-driven decisions and forge ahead with confidence that 
the company is on the right path to business processes excellence,” said Mukhin.

FOSTERING CONTINOUOS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

Together with Creatio, CROC hit the road towards substantial sales transformation, 
but that does not mean they cast aside incremental changes. The company is 
constantly moving toward improving its business operations and expanding the 
system’s functionality. In doing so, CROC has an expansive to-do-list for the system 
future adjustments and tweaks to their needs.  

For example, one of the company’s latest projects was creating an advanced 
stakeholders management system in Creatio, which enabled CROC’s employees to 
work with a unified, consolidated database of the company’s partners, vendors, and 
dealers. CROC also maximized Creatio’s intelligent data enrichment capabilities by 
integrating the system with a third party solution that aggregates customer data 
insights for improved lead and account scoring models. 

Call center automation is one of CROC’s main goals for the near future. The company 
wants to breathe new life into its customer service operations with the help of Creatio 
solutions.  

“We look forward to leveraging call center metrics, creating a knowledge base for our 
service agents, and storing the history of all customer interactions in a single place,” 
noted Mukhin.




